Take a proactive approach and response to increased regulatory pressures, heightened consumer scrutiny and the greater demand for data accuracy with Experian Data Integrity Services.

**Experian Data Integrity Services**
Experian Data Integrity Services offers insight into data reporting to help clients achieve and improve accuracy and quality through proactive reporting services. Experian’s reporting tools and metric packages deliver actionable output that can be used to improve data quality relative to consumer tradelines and disputes.

With analysis and visibility of Metro 2 data submissions, data furnishers may improve their data reporting by understanding data failures, aggregate metrics and peer benchmarking. Consequently, these insights may lead to improved customer loyalty and reduced operational costs.

The Experian products and services described below offer a comprehensive methodology for assessing data quality of Metro 2 submissions and disputes.

**Experian’s data reporting tools:**
Identify and help correct Metro 2 submissions and failures through recurring metric reports. These low-cost tools provide recurring self-service reports that offer visibility into problem areas.

---

**Be prepared**
The future of regulatory change means being prepared today for tomorrow. The regulatory environment continues to be more demanding due to increased pressure from the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau and other government and consumer advocate agencies. As a result, data furnishers are facing higher standards to ensure the accuracy of reported consumer data.

In addition, consumers are becoming more educated by investing more of their personal time in financial literacy and empowering themselves with readily available information regarding the use and access of their data.

To retain customers and meet the obligations of credit data reporting, data furnishers need to understand their data better so that they can decrease the number of errors on a customer’s credit report. Without insight and awareness into reported data, data furnishers may be reporting inaccurate customer information. As a result, dispute claims may grow, regulatory scrutiny may become more aggressive and overall negative media may impact an otherwise healthy business.
Experian Data Integrity Services packages offer a robust and comprehensive analysis across multiple businesses. Custom products also invite more hands-on analysis and comprehensive reviews of larger data sets across a variety of observation periods.

**Custom data review packages:**

DataArc™ — Improve data reporting accuracy through analysis and visibility of Metro 2 data and e-Oscar disputes. Review prior Metro 2 submissions and analyze dispute metrics via:

- Trended reported data
- Trended dispute data
- Expanded time period reviews

DataArc Plus™ — Improve data accuracy, customer loyalty and experience and reduce costs by gaining in-depth insight into dispute data and peer benchmarking. DataArc Plus allows data furnishers to:

- Understand alignment with the industry and peers
- Reduce disputes across multiple portfolios
- Define and implement a suite of best practices

DataArc Custom™ — Achieve true cost avoidance and mitigate risk through a customized assessment and implementation strategy of Metro 2 and dispute data across multiple businesses. Our Global Consultancy Practice team can provide an overarching strategic review tailored to your specific needs. Reviews are comprehensive and actionable and may include an external consultant.

**Our commitment**

Experian® is committed to overall data quality and to maintaining the integrity of the data we receive. Our products offer comprehensive data reporting reviews to provide clients with the highest level of standards in data accuracy.

To find out more about Data Integrity Services, contact your local Experian sales representative or call 1 888 414 1120.